YOUTH MISSED AFTER ANNUAL CLASS BATTLE

University Claimed Hit By Car After Trouble With Woman

(By United News) Chicago, April 26 (U.N.) - A young man who appeared to be in his early twenties was killed yesterday morning when a car struck him while he was walking near the university campus. The identity of the victim has not been released.

The incident occurred at about 6:30 a.m. when the man was crossing a street at a crosswalk. Witnesses said he appeared to be in a hurry and did not notice the approaching car.

The driver of the car, a 23-year-old student, was arrested for speeding and failing to yield to pedestrians. The case is under investigation by the University Police Department.

VETERANS' ASSOCIATION

The Daily Iowan has been made an honorary member of the National Veterans' Association by the U.S. Selective Service Board. The certificate of membership was presented by Dr. John J. Martin, president of the University, to the representative of the Association who was present at the ceremony.

The certificate recognizes the University's outstanding record of service and contributions to the nation's defense. It states: "The University of Iowa is hereby recognized as a member of the National Veterans' Association in recognition of its long and distinguished record of service to the nation in the cause of peace and freedom."

FORTY-SIX APPOINTMENTS FOR 1923-24

Scholars, Fellows and Associates Receive Positions For Next Year

The University of Iowa has announced the appointment of 46 scholars, fellows, and associates for the academic year 1923-24. These appointments, which are the result of the annual competition held among candidates, are the most important in the history of the University.

Among the scholars appointed are 25 men and 21 women. The fellows, who are selected on the basis of their academic achievements, number 10 men and 20 women. The associates, who are appointed to teach courses in their respective fields, include 9 men and 17 women.

The competition for these appointments is highly competitive, and the University authorities are proud of the quality of the group that has been selected.

CONVENTION OF IOWA BANKERS TO MEET YESTERDAY

Two Hundred and Fifty Invite Attend Meeting This Morning

Over 200 bankers from town, city, and country were in attendance at the annual convention of the Iowa Bankers' Association today. The meeting was held in the College of Commerce, and was preceded by a dinner at the Hotel Iowa.

The convention, which is held annually, is one of the most important events in the banking calendar. It provides an opportunity for bankers from all parts of the state to exchange ideas and discuss problems of mutual concern.

OFFICERS INSPECT UNIVERSITY R.O.T.C.

Rating Of Iowa Unit Will Not Be Announced Until Report Is In

The University of Iowa has announced that the rating of its Reserve Officers' Training Corps unit will not be announced until the report of the inspection by the University authorities is received. The inspection was conducted by a team of officers from the Quartermaster Corps.

The purpose of the inspection is to evaluate the effectiveness of the university's training program in preparing its students for the responsibilities of military service.

DEBATE AND DISCOURSE

Debaters To Try For Championship

The University of Iowa will hold its annual debate tournament this year. The tournament will be held in the College of Liberal Arts, and will feature debates on a variety of topics, including current events, history, and philosophy.

The tournament is sponsored by the Students' Debate and Discussion Club, and is open to all students who are interested.

SCHOLARSHIP, A JUXTAPOSED STUDENT'S BODY LAKE YESTERDAY

The University of Iowa has awarded scholarships to 12 students in recognition of their academic excellence. The scholarships, which range from $200 to $1,000, are funded by the Iowa Alumni Association.

The recipients of the scholarships are:

- Mary Smith, majoring in English
- Robert Johnson, majoring in Biology
- Susan White, majoring in History
- David Green, majoring in Economics
- James Brown, majoring in Chemistry
- Carol Lee, majoring in Psychology
- Edward White, majoring in Mathematics
- Margaret Lee, majoring in Sociology
- John Smith, majoring in Political Science
- Patricia Green, majoring in Fine Arts
- Richard Lee, majoring in Music
- William Johnson, majoring in Engineering

The scholarships are awarded annually to students who demonstrate exceptional academic achievement and promise of future success.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IOWA DANCE PLAYERS

Several letters have been received by the University of Iowa Dance Players' Association regarding suggestions for future dances. The suggestions include:

- A dance theme based on the music of Bach
- A costume parade featuring medieval costumes
- A dance with a space theme, including special lighting and effects

The University Dance Players' Association is a student organization that promotes and supports dance performances on the University campus.
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Jefferson, assistant inspector of the chapters.

Hats

Miss Blue in the ceremonial presentation will be Lula Robinson, national treasurer of the Kappa Delta, and Miss Gladys Flesher, assistant inspector of the chapters.

Installation will cover a period of three days beginning tomorrow and lasting through Saturday evening. A series of teas and dinners is scheduled at intervals to the visitors from nearby Kappa Delta chapters who will be present for the ceremonies.

The concluding event will be the formal dinner at Hotel Jefferson at which the newly installed group will be honored to a musical program.

Kappa Delta Gamma

Founded by Dorothy Wilson A2 of Mason City, this national sorority is a favorite among college girls.

The prices of the sweaters, tuxedo coat style sweaters, as well as the costumes will be given. The part of the proceeds of the sale will be given to the Iowa chapter of the Red Cross.

G. Mayo M1 of Triota Gamma, a member of the faculty of the University of Iowa, will preside at the dinner.

Mrs. Trewin acted as mistress and toasts were given by Mrs. Eicher of Sioux City and Mrs. Trewin of Sioux City.

Mrs. Trewin of Sioux City.

Founded First Catholic School of Sociology in

Miss Faville A3 of Iowa City.

Monday evening, May 4, 1911, the Delta Zeta announces the pledging of Dorothy Wilson A2 of Mason City.

This is the last dance of the society.

The Triangle Delta The Triangle club will give an informal dance tonight at the

club rooms. Choirs' orchestra will play, and this is the last dance of the

club this season.

NOTED CATHOLIC EDUCATOR WILL SPEAK AT DINNER

The Delta Zeta, students and faculty members of Sigma Chi, will be present at the dinner.

Dinner at Hotel Jefferson at 9:00 p.m.

No one loves you any better than your Ma.

May 1923

The Delta Zeta will take the parts of Saving of the枷锁 society.

This is the last dance of the society.
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Dinner at Hotel Jefferson at 9:00 p.m.
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GERMANY WILL BE TAXED

BY PAYING INDUSTRIALISTS

Make Announcement of New Offer; Will Put Up Railroads As Security

(From The News)

Bella, May 1—Germany proposes to pay its reparations by giving the allies heavy taxing powers. This was revealed Monday when further details of Germany's new reparations offer which is to be made today became known.

The government in a note to the allies and the United States will offer to sell for thirty billion gold marks, which is said to be less than an international loan.

The national railways of the country are to be offered as security for the loan.

Germany will promise the allies to institute financial reforms and to cease the insulators to pay heavy taxes to carry the reparations burden.

The fact that the national railways will be offered as security for a loan and the details of the industrialists is known to those that believe that the Americans and the reparations agreement are not merely back of the government's real intentions of the government to force the capitalists to bear a share of the tax burden—which both sides have been able to escape—will be altered as further evidence that they are working to put their support to the government.

The government plans to turn the thirty billion gold marks raised by the international loan over to the allies to pay any additional taxes that any international commission demanding that Germany should pay. Advice from Paris indicates that France will call a conference of all the major nations to discuss the German offer as soon as possible. The American and Dutch ambassadors were to arrive in Berlin today concerning the forthcoming offer.

All Spring Suits

At One Half Price

Tomorrow morning all spring suits go on sale at just one-half the original prices.

This means an entire stock of spring suits and includes two and three piece garments.

All were purchased for Spring selling and all portray current spring styles, fine tailoring and individuality of costume.

Every suit should move quickly at one-half price. Early buyers are assured of some very good values.

The Shop of Helen Donovan

Spring Hats

At One Half Former Prices

Spring hats, too, are reduced to one-half original prices. Included in this sale are the remaining Ladies Home Journal pattern hats and the present stock of Sports hats. All are very desirable in style, materials, and workmanship.

Commencing tomorrow morning all go at just one-half original prices.

Palm Beach Suits

Where Can You Get the Greatest Possible Clothing Values?

In the expensive located down stairs clothing store with the enormous rents, costly windows, credit, free deliveries and costly upkeep, or——

At "Clute's Up-Stairs Clothes Shop" on the second floor of an office building with its small rent and low overhead expenses.

Think this over and then come up here after you have looked all over town, and see the all wool hand made suits and topcoats we are selling at

$20 $25 and $30

Two Pants Suits at $25 and $30

DRESS TRousERS $5.00

---
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NO LET UP FOR HAWKEYE NINE AFTER VICTORY

Coach Barry Driven Men For Three Combating Against Away From Home

There was no let up in activities on Iowa Field for the baseball squad yesterday afternoon after their well-earned victory over the non-scoring Illini crew on Monday. Coach George Barry took the two-hour practice period to teach his men through a long practice on hitting the ball, finding with a trigger-finger deal.

Phil, Len, Fred, and Dunn Hurwell, well-known on farewell touring, took turns on the string, running down to the vanity ajar, the men making the opportunitey to improve their swings and fundamentally to practice playing the ball.

Extra thanks were heard on the last night of the week.

No Javier's battle

SUNSHINE and blue skies greeted the Hawkeyes as they took to the field and in the field, with the necessity of turning into the stands, the fiery players should turn in several more tests but be certain the game is completed.

The Hawkeyes will battle with Minnesota at Minneapolis on Saturday, Michigan at Ann Arbor Monday and Notre Dame at South Bend on Tuesday. The trip will take up the greater part of five days. If Coach Barry's men come through with victories, the remainder of the men is practically assured.

Thirty Five Report

For First Practice Of Frosh Players

Uncle Sam's review interfered with freshman baseball practice last night, and only thirty-five were able to report for the workout on the freshmam field. The majority of those who did report regarded, and gave little promise of turning into the colors of players needed to fill blanks in varsity's party. Part of this past display, however, is undoubtedly due to the late start of freshman base ball.

Last year nearly ninety men reported for baseball, and a strong team which administrated several defeats in the country was formed. Those of the men on the varsity this year, Frankly, Gold, and Orland ka and free of the pitchers. Haskell and Dubz were numbers of the men.

All freshmen who are going on for baseball are expected to report today at the freshman field, as already as practice at 4 p. m.

Co-Eds To Compete In Inter-Class Tank Contests on May 15

Co-eds are showing interest in the two-class swimming meet which will be held on May 15. To date this season, there have been signed up for the two-class, which includes swimming for free, sculling for speed, diving, and the plaque.

The following women have signed up: Mary Hartman A4 of Iowa City, Emily Russel A2 of Cedar Rapids, and the remaining names were Inter-class Tank and swimming for free, sculling for speed, diving, and the plaque.
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ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA WILL PRESENT NOTEWORTHY CONCERT AT UNIVERSITY ON MAY 19.

The outstanding orchestral number program opens with the overture to "Esto" in 1923. The most complete showing of fine clothing ever presented at a popular price. Hundreds of patterns.

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AT EXPANSION SALE PRICES

For Spring and Summer Wear
"Baby Dimple" Golf Balls 39c

EXPRESSION SALE

-
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laws to protect its interests. In the future it seems probable that there may be more strict licensing of pilots, and traffic regulations will be enforced. Already many cities have specified the minimum height at which planes may fly over them.

There are not enough airports in the air now to create a pressing demand for laws, but such men as Hoover are anticipating a great increase. The air cannot remain empty property when it is used for such essential government projects as official courier and mail carrying, and air law dabbling is a necessity.

CONTTEMPORARY OPINION

(Taken from the New York Herald)

TAKING THEIR SPORT MADLY

In the way of sporting in the land of England appears to have been reached the record on Saturday, when 280,000 persons jammed into the Wembly Hill Stadium to watch the final of the soccer championship while others thousands thumbed the gates, and there were 1,500 casualties, including many broken limbs. We have seen some great crowds at the Tate, the Rialto in the Polo Grounds and the Yankee Stadium, but all of them together would hardly hold the mad array that tramped over the pastures at Wembly. King George was present, and duties he was never before called upon to perform.

The terrific interest in association football in Great Britain is due to sectional rivalry, growing to a frenzy as the process of elimination goes on until within two teams are left to fight it out. In the tight little island nation does not forbid everylein obstacle to make an effort to see the fray.

Then there is the gambling factor. The British sporting papers on little and great occasions is given to betting beyond the American habit. Where their money is there will be their hearts, and ours also, as the race courses and tracks are running.

The Wembly shot suggests that it may become more hazardous to try to飕se sport stunts than to engage in it unless British stadiums are enlarged indefinitely. The sporting fever may run on so high over here, but it breaks out in a thousand marshalled fields from New York to California, a million and one spots, and everywhere.

THE SCHOENING BOARD

"FROM THE DEPTHS OF SOME DIVINE DESPAIR!"

Dear Sir:--

Him "a" me

Had a fight;

We did.

If all happened this way,

He said I did;

I said I didn't.

I told him not to dare call up,

Not to come near me;

I told him I didn't love him no more,

That I didn't want to ever see him again.

He believed me. (sigh)

O! damn!

Yours,

PREDO.

"The sanest one ring at the moment," alleges a Paris fashion dispatch, "brings to a length of six inches." We have it on good authority that in case of high winds it is in perfect good taste to neither it to the shriveling of the gown.

Entry No. 3, in the attractive Fox Clinton: The new orange lights have changed the romantic glamour into unromantic glistner.

WE NOMINATE FOR THE HALL OF FAME

Whoever is responsible for changing the drainage west of the island.

Several trees were blasted loose from their moorings during the past week. "The trees were lifted into the air bodily for eight or ten feet," says the secretary, "and then fell."=

WEIRD THINGS THAT REALLY HAPPENED

In the game with Illinois Locke knocked the ball 10 feet and stretched it into a homer.

"Pliny and Brown Play 34 innings."--Base Line.

That just about ties the marathon dancing record, 100 years ago.

"Queen of May to be Crowned Next Friday day:"

The story suggests to say they're going to crown her with--

\[ $25 \]

Clothes for Outdoor Sports

Extra Knickers -- Angola Coats -- Golf Hose

Mole Skin Breeches

Slavata & Eppel

THE STORE OF QUALITY AND SERVICE

Going Up The River?

Two Hard Boiled Eggs

1 Hard Sandwich

1 Cheese Sandwich

2 Cookies

Pickles Stuffed Olives

Choice of

Salmon

Potato Salad

This Year's Bride Wean An

Orange Blossom Engagement Ring

THERE are the Orange Blossom engagement ring, a drop, bead strength, in plating and gold. The one at the right is in platinum, the one at the left of gold or platinum.

From the day when the upper arms were of any use they have worn a circular, laid upon an orange blossom and fashioned a circle, legend has never mentioned and for years the Orange Blossom ring has made it.

Quality Coffee Room

Tell us what you want. We Have It.
FATHER WILL SEE WHAT PRESENT DAY UNIVERSITY LIFE IS LIKE ON "DADDY'S DAY"

BY ARTHUR J. BAVO

The second annual University "Daddy Day," May 5, observed by A. F. L. will reconcile the home

and interests function conveys

an amusing event on the bulletin board today. Everyone will be on his

best behavior and competitive Dad will see his daughter or daughter-in-

law through a typical day of loving and</p>
Hough was Fine Student at Iowa

Death Yesterday morning by University Health Service

Edward Hough, former student and janitor at the University of Illinois, Monday, was a bright star in the annals of the University of Iowa, the dainty tomes of the registrar's office reeled today. Much of his marks book is reeled in the records annua- ries of 1889 and 1917. Mr. Hough was graduated from the University in 1892 with the degree of bachelor of philosophy.

Another interesting revelation of the records is the fact that Mr. Hough's lowest mark at the University was 88 and that was in literature, the field in which he did his best. A note written beside the mark, however, reveals the fact that the offspring of an examination might have something to do with it. In his junior year he received a mark of 89 in English literature. Mr. Hough began his college ca- reer at the University in 1891, coming from his home of North, Newton, Iowa. It's a tradition in educating high marks in Latin, mathematics, German, zoology, analytical geometry, English literature, French and German, botany, the classics, art, and in his junior year he had a mark of 89 in English literature.

Judge Hough, now a resident of Bloomington, was probably Mr. Hough's best friend in their student days. He had a reunion with Mr. Hough last winter and prepared a new song for the afternoon program, "We sang songs at the close of the commencement exercises of 1917 in Bloomington, Judge Hough was a member of trying societies, one of the university literary societies. He had abilities for a speaker, said Judge Byington, but he had great talent as a writer. His name appears in the files of the University Student Society as one of its prominent members.

YOUR UNDERWEAR

The more particular you are the better it will be.

COOPER (BENNINGTON) UNDERWEAR

A leader in Style, Quality and Value

Little Union Shirts

White or Ecru

Short Shirts

$1.50

Grass is Growing

"To keep it down you must have good cutting tools to do the work. We are prepared to supply you with lawnmowers, grass shears and shears.

Come in and let us supply you with real good cutting tools.

Lenoc & Cilek

Hardwares and Lawnmowers

On Washington St.
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